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Komatsu Overview

MESSAGE FROM THE MD
There can be no doubt that the opening of the new Komatsu Campus was a
momentous occasion. The unveiling of this ambitious project not only serves
as a launching pad from which we can spearhead our operations across South
and southern Africa, but provides a clear statement of our global organisation’s
belief in the long-term economic prospects of the region.

Mike Blom

THE K-WAY
Sustainable high-quality service and
support can only be provided by a supplier
that is fully in tune with the needs and
aspirations of both its customers and
employees. The Komatsu South African
vision statement is simple and concise:
“To be the leading earthmoving equipment
company in Southern Africa with the
highest level of product support and value
add to a customer’s business.”
This proposition is driven by two crucial
pillars: the Komatsu brand management
principle and The Komatsu Way.
Our brand management principle underpins
our belief in the importance of establishing
and maintaining enduring relationships.
The concept not only means providing
customers with the service and solutions
they need to meet their goals and
aspirations but playing an active role in
this process.
The Komatsu Way means adhering to
the guiding principles that have served
us well over the past 55 years. These
include our uncompromising commitment
to quality and reliability and our workplace
philosophies of continuous improvement
and information sharing at all levels. We
recognise that our employees are our most
valuable asset and regard their personal
development as one of our most important
responsibilities.
The fusion of The Komatsu Way and
our brand management philosophies has
positioned Komatsu where it is today – a
truly customer-centric company.

We were honoured by the presence of Minister of Trade and Industry Dr Rob
Davies and CEO and president of Komatsu Ltd, Tetsuji Ohashi, at the opening
ceremony, which was attended by a host of stakeholders, including dignitaries
representing the government of South Africa and Japan, valued customers and
a large contingent of media.

“It also has to be said that our state-of-the-art facilities
provide us with the ideal environment in which to provide the
exceptional levels of service Komatsu customers rightly expect.”
In his address, Ohashi-san described how
our region has become the company’s
single-biggest market on the continent,
and that this provides the base from
which we will continue to grow our
business in the countries within our
region.
It also has to be said that our state-ofthe-art facilities provide us with the ideal
environment in which to offer exceptional
levels of service Komatsu customers
rightly expect.
We certainly listen to our customers and
respond with either new or improved
products and solutions to meet their
needs and expectations.
In this issue of On Track, we feature the
introduction of KomVision, a technical
advancement that improves vehicle and
pedestrian safety around heavy mining
machinery.
We also introduce Mineware, our
newly-acquired opencast performance
specialist that has an impressive track
record in transforming operational
performance. In keeping with our brand
management philosophy and realising our
customers’ ideals, we also describe how
collaboration with a major customer has
resulted in substantial fuel savings and a
notable reduction in CO² emissions.  
On the product side, we certainly have
a lot to shout about with the launch
of the all-new Komatsu PC210-10M0
excavator. The natural successor to

the popular PC200 range, the PC210
has arrived with a host of technical
innovations and some significant safety,
performance and cost-cutting benefits
that should make it the leading contender
in the 20-tonne excavator market.
On the mining front we have introduced
the new generation HD1500-8. This
mechanical dump truck offers impressive
engine power, reduced cost per tonne,
and much faster cycle times, making sure
productivity is a given.
A little while ago, we stressed the
importance of the aftermarket as a
strategic imperative of our business and
it is good to report that a great deal of
progress has been made in this area.
In this issue, you can also learn more
about how we are providing young people
in one of our host communities with
industry-relevant technical skills and the
investment we’ve made in helping people
with disabilities gain the skills they need
to secure meaningful employment.
We’re particularly proud of the work
talented artists Allen Kupeta and
Kenneth Maradzikwa have done to
transform two water tanks outside our
parts distribution centre into stunning
objects of true South African interest and
beauty. We invite you to come and see
them for yourselves.
Regards,
Mike
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SOUTH AFRICAN AND JAPANESE CULTURES
MEET AT KOMATSU CAMPUS LAUNCH
Thursday, 22 November 2018, saw
the Minister of Trade and Industry, Dr
Rob Davies, and Komatsu president
and CEO Testuji Ohashi officially open
our new Komatsu Campus – a R985
million development that reaffirms
our business’s commitment to doing
business in South Africa.

Covering an area of 300,000m2, the
campus houses our head office operations,
Gauteng branch, training centre, equipment
workshop and parts distribution centre. The
next phase involves the construction of a
new R270 million remanufacturing centre
and a R40 million undercarriage workshop
set for completion in 2021.

Situated in Sunnyrock, Germiston, it is
one of the largest single-owner industrial
campuses of its kind in the country and has
been purpose-designed to elevate the levels
of service and support we provide for our
customers.

“Africa, and South Africa in particular,
have become an integral part of our global
business,” said Testuji Ohashi, describing
how the country is not only Komatsu’s
biggest market on the continent, but the
base from which operations in nine separate
countries across the region are driven.

“This development clearly reflects our
confidence in South Africa and its future
and serves as a launching pad to meet our
objective of growth through innovation.
It also enables us to render support in
the much-needed expansion of the local
economy through the seamless supply of
equipment to the mining, construction and
utilities markets,” said Managing Director
Mike Blom.
The development consolidates multiple
operations into a single workplace that
has been designed to enhance safety,
health and efficiency – the top priorities
for Komatsu worldwide. It also facilitates
improved workflow, logistics and face-toface communication across all departments,
while enabling us to captialise on market
resurgence opportunities in the short,
medium and longer term.

He also touched on Komatsu’s recent
acquisition of Joy Global, a move that will
enable us to provide customers around the
world with a wider offering of best in class
mining products.
“We are better positioned than ever to
become the market leader by bringing
optimum, value adding solutions to
customers in the industries we serve,” he
said.
High quality investments:
Minister Davies emphasised how Japanese
investments in Africa were typically for the
long term, of high quality, and concentrated
on training and upgrading skills.

Japan and South Africa,” he said, pointing
out that 282 Japanese companies already
operate, in one form or another, on South
African soil.  
“With 2,500 employees in southern Africa,
we are pleased that Komatsu is looking at
the full value chain of supply management,
which makes a significant contribution
towards addressing the challenges of
unemployment and skills development,” said
the Minister.
Representatives from Japanese and South
African government, a high-level delegation
from Komatsu’s Tokyo office, customers,
suppliers, media and friends joined in the
celebration and were treated to a unique
blend of Afro-Japanese hospitality.
GREENSPACE
Some 30% of the campus has been reserved
for the conservation of indigenous fauna
and flora. Alien plant life has been removed
in an area earmarked for the development
of indigenous gardens.
JOZI SKYLINE
The campus offers visitors and employees
a 180° panoramic view of the iconic
Johannesburg skyline.

“We are on a journey that will lead to
deeper and stronger relationships between

“Having our product, parts and servicing capabilities in a single location will have a direct
and positive impact on operational efficiencies and therefore enable us to deliver higher
levels of service and support.” Komatsu Africa Holdings, Managing Director, Mike Blom

Komatsu News

FAST FACTS
NEW PARTS
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
•

•
•
•

•

The official ribbon cutting (from left to right) Mr Mike Blom (Managing Director, Komatsu Africa Holdings),
Mr Shuichiro Kawaguchi (Charge’ d’affairs ad interim, Japanese Embassy), Dr Rob Davies (The Honourable
Minister of DTI), Mr Tetsuji Ohashi (President and CEO, Komatsu Ltd) and Mr Masayuki Moriyama
(President, Mining Business Division, Komatsu Mining Corp.)

21,000m2 in size and 23% larger
than our previous facility
Inventory of around 40,000 line
items
Distributes around 12,000 pieces
to more than 40 destinations
every day
Features semi-automated turret
trucks, enabling safe, accurate
access to the highest racking
areas
Stock processing undertaken
using the Komatsu warehouse
management system and
SAP interface. ‘Supermarket’
techniques are employed to keep
fast-moving items at eye level to
optimise picking cycle times

TRAINING CENTRE
•

•

•
•

							

The unveiling of the plaque (from left to right) Mr Shuichiro Kawaguchi (Charge’ d’affairs ad interim,
Japanese Embassy), Mr Mike Blom (Managing Director, Komatsu Africa Holdings), Mr Tetsuji Ohashi
(President and CEO, Komatsu Ltd), Dr Rob Davies (The Honourable Minister of DTI) and Mr Masayuki
Moriyama (President, Mining Business Division, Komatsu Mining Corp.)

Learning hub features a technical,
health and safety, and operator
training dojo, focused on meeting
employee and customer skills
requirements
Features revolutionary virtual
reality technologies with realistic
machine controls for simulated
operator training and testing
Outdoor demonstration area for
operator training
Offers 36 courses and has
provided training for more than
2,300 people over the past three
years

“What we are doing
today is sowing the
seeds for future
growth.” Komatsu
Ltd President and
CEO Testuji Ohashi
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Komatsu and Cummins work together to 
promote technical education
During May last year, Komatsu and
its partners at Cummins Middle East
unveiled an education programme that
will boost the career prospects of young
people resident in and around south
Gauteng.
This development forms part of the
Technical Education for Communities (TEC)
initiative, a global responsibility agreement
reached by Komatsu and Cummins in 2016
to address the technical skills gaps that
exist in both companies’ areas of operation
worldwide.
The local leg involves a partnership with
the Sebokeng campus of the Sedibeng
Technical Vocational Education and Training
College and delivers relevant, practical skills
that serve industry specific requirements.
Launched in the presence of The Honourable
Minister of Higher Education and
Training Ms Naledi Pandor, the project’s
ultimate aim is to elevate local communities
by providing young people with high-demand
skills and employment in areas that are
aligned with the needs of the country’s
economy.
The initiative involves:
• The development of curricula, with
special focus on mechanical, electrical
and computer skills with accompanying
health and safety training,

Sedibeng Choir entertaining guests

•
•
•

The provision of learning equipment,
Skills training for lecturers, and
Opportunities for workplace learning

The first wave of students enrolled in 2018
are now commencing their second year,
while a further 102 learners underwent
a carefully-structured aptitude test and
have already begun their studies in the
engineering field.
Other developments include:
• The finalisation of a workplace learning
roadmap and associated training
• Lecturer development training on diesel
engines
• The addition of soft-skill studies to
the second-year curriculum. This
course covers aspects like work ethic,
attitude, communication skills and
planning
• A partnership with the National
Occupation Safety Association
delivered training for college staff and
students on proper safety behaviours
and standards. Departmental buyin has been so positive that safety
education is planned for colleges
across the Vaal region
• Several of our customers have
expressed an interest in participating
in the programme, not only to assist
in their own community development
initiatives, but to provide employment
opportunities for young, talented
people in their areas of operation.

Plans for 2019:
Increase participation of women learners to
50% of the student body
• Ongoing teacher development and
appropriate technical guidance relevant
to engine, tool handling, measuring
equipment and health, safety and
environment.
• Partnership development with likeminded organisations to facilitate
career guidance and workplace learning
opportunities.

“It is exciting that Cummins
and Komatsu have seized the
opportunity to provide a local
community-based solution
to a global workforce
problem.”Gino Butera,
Cummins Vice-President and
Managing Director for Africa
and Middle Eastern regions.

One of the 102 learners receiving their back pack

Komatsu News

Students taking a selfie with Minister of Higher
Education and Training Ms Naledi Pandor

TEC students workshop tour

“This programme is driven by our shared ambition to give back to the continent and to
ensure that talented young people are provided with skills that will find the employment.
We both believe that this commitment will make a positive difference to the communities
where we jointly operate.” Komatsu Africa Holdings, Managing Director, Mike Blom.

Unveiling of the plaque from left:
Mike Blom Komatsu Africa Holdings Managing Director,
Gino Butera Cummins vice-president, Minister of Higher
Education and Training Ms Naledi Pandor, Jackey Mosesi Sedibeng TVET College and Naphtaly Mokgotsane Senior Manager merSETA

Minister of Higher Education and Training Ms Naledi Pandor
cutting the ribbon

TEC workshop tour
On Track - April/May 2019
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KOMTRAX PROVIDES THE KEY FOR TOP-CLASS
RENTAL MANAGEMENT
Our KOMTRAX remote monitoring system is becoming a
valuable tool for the cost-effective management of large
fleets in the plant hire business. A case in point is Old Lady
& Son Plant Hire (OL&S), a company that rents equipment to
customers in construction, mining and quarrying.
Secure and user-friendly, the web-based wireless monitoring
system places a wealth of information at the user’s fingertips so
that they can enhance utilisation, minimise downtime and reduce
operating costs.  
Owner Dave Haines makes extensive use of KOMTRAX, to the
point where it is now an integral part of his operation.
“As our business is equipment rental, we’re concerned with
hours - the billable hours we charge our customers for the use
of our machines. Maintenance is also a non-negotiable issue and
we observe the minor and major service procedures notified by
KOMTRAX,” he says, pointing out that a short-term cost-saving
gained by skimping on an oil change is nothing compared to the
financial consequences of an expensive machine standing idle.
At OL&S, KOMTRAX provides the data to support three vital
functions: financial controls, engineering and maintenance, and
marketing and costing. It enables the company to help customers

optimise the efficiency of hired equipment and keep their costs
under control, which has a direct beneficial effect on OL&S’s
business.
In terms of operational costs, diesel consumption is by far his
customers’ biggest consideration.
“They may have two identical excavators both working a nine-hour
shift, but the operating costs can vary enormously. The first may be
used for pipe laying and burn diesel at a rate of 13.4 litres per hour
(l/hr). The second may be used for bulk earthworks and continually
load trucks, which would likely consume fuel at a rate of 17.5l/hr.
The difference of 4.1l/hr over a month of operations would equate
to more than R10,000, which the customer must account for when
costing operations,” says Dave.
KOMTRAX data enables OL&S to better advise customers on
anticipated fuel consumption relevant to their particular jobsite
applications, thus improving their competitiveness when bidding for
tenders.
The all-important energy saving report that comes with our
excavator models details actual operational hours as well as
inefficiencies denoting idle time, times worked in power or economy
mode, and light or heavy load applications.

“We wouldn’t even consider purchasing a machine without a tracking system as
comprehensive as KOMTRAX and our recommendation is that every plant hire
manager should follow suit.”
Energy Saving Report average fuel consuption and hour of power

From left to right: Jacques van der Sandt, Senior Operations Manager:
Pinetown branch, Komatsu South Africa; Dave Heins, owner, Old Lady
& Son Plant Hire and Ravi Naidoo, Sales Representative: Pinetown
branch, Komatsu South Africa.

Komatsu Customers
Every month-end OL&S sends this report to customers
for each unit with advice on how to improve machine
utilisation.

Report working status shows how much fuel left in the tank each day

Reporting daily fuel consumption based on injector
volume, KOMTRAX also enables OL&S to advise
customers on the possible incidence of fuel theft by
comparing fuel burn with volumes dispensed from
diesel bowsers.
O&LS practice is moreover, to rent out each item
of machinery with its own operator and KOMTRAX
offers the ability to monitor operator performance
and habits. This functionality provides accurate
productivity and utilisation information and can
be used to elevate training for new and existing
operators.
OL&S Plant Hire operations extend from the
Eastern Cape right up to the Mpumalanga coalfields
and KOMTRAX provides the company’s team of
dedicated mechanics with a huge amount of valuable
information. This not only includes specific details and
service requirements for the machines they maintain,
but how to reach them.

KOMTRAX LEADS TO RAPID RECOVERY OF
STOLEN LOADER

KOMTRAX is now installed as standard on every
new unit of Komatsu construction equipment. The
range includes excavators, dozers, wheel loaders,
graders, rigid and articulated dump trucks. It can be
installed on equipment using 12v or 24v electrical
systems which makes it possible to retrofit older
Komatsu products or those produced by other original
equipment manufacturers.

Thanks to KOMTRAX, one of our customers was able to regain ownership of
their machine just a couple of hours after they discovered it had been stolen.
When staff at On Time Readimix Concrete arrived at work at 6:30am on Monday,
8 April, they discovered a tied-up security guard and their WA250 wheel-loader
missing.

KOMTRAX support parameters:
• Equipment hours
• Average hourly fuel consumption
• Idling times
• Water temperature and fuel levels
• Regular updates on routine maintenance needs

“We immediately notified the police and wasted no time in contacting Komatsu
to see if the loader could be located using the KOMTRAX GPS facility,” says
company CEO Pravesh Gayaram.
The KOMTRAX centre was immediately able to locate the machine and by 9am
the police had swooped in and reclaimed the unit 20 kilometres from base.

HAVE YOU HEARD?
• Users are able to access the system from their
desktop computers and, more recently, via the
KOMTRAX ON THE GO app on their mobile
phones.
• Komatsu has a global contract with Google
Maps which provides the exact location of each
product, a major time saver when technicians go
out to work on equipment in remote rural areas.
Knowing exactly where machines are at any
given time discourages theft and unauthosrised
usage.

“Over and above the replacement cost of the machine, the loader is the heart
of our operation and in its absence, we would have a complete shutdown,”
commented Pravesh.
This incident just goes to show the practicality of KOMTRAX in action and the
peace of mind offered to owners and operators.

KOMTRAX SAVES THE DAY!

®
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KOMATSU PC210-10MO EXCAVATOR TO
REDEFINE INDUSTRY STANDARDS
The Komatsu PC210-10MO hydraulic
excavator made its local debut when
the first unit landed on South African
soil at the end of March. The PC210
is the natural successor to the longserving PC200 range of excavator
products and boasts an array of
improved features that will establish it
as the product of choice in the 20-tonne
class.
“Put simply, the PC210-10MO is more
productive, powerful and economical than
its predecessors against a background
of improved operator safety and comfort
together with the latest cab-based
information technology. This takes a
product, which has always delivered, to
the next level” says Komatsu South Africa
general manager marketing and sales Mike
Helm.
The bucket size has been increased to
1.2m³, while lifting capacity has risen by
5% thanks to the greater stability provided
by a heavier counterweight and extended
rear-end radius.
Greater digging power is provided by an
engine that has been designed to deliver a
12% gain in power, now producing 123kW.
It also features a P-mode setting which, at
the touch of a button, provides maximum
digging power in a single controlled burst.
Travelling power output has also climbed
by 15%, delivering improved traction and

reduced tramming times when traversing
inclines, gradients and tough terrain.
Greater fuel economy
These increases in performance are
accompanied by an equally impressive 20%
improvement in fuel economy. Enhanced
engine management technology, including
optimising fuel injection controls, have
improved engine output while lowering
diesel consumption. Further gains have been
achieved by reducing hydraulic pressure loss
and fan speeds.
Cab instrumentation also plays a role as
alarms warn the operator of excess idling as
well as signifying the machine’s operational
modes.
Lower maintenance costs
From the outset, the Komatsu PC210 was
designed as a machine that is simple and
cost-effective to maintain. There is easy
access to engine oil and lubrication system
filters which are integrated to be positioned
on one side of the machine. Another major
enhancement that will be welcomed by
maintenance crews is the extension of
replacement cycle times for hydraulic oil
filters from 1,000 to 2,500 operating hours.
An important safety feature is the single
battery disconnect switch which enables
the service technician to disengage
the power supply and lock out before
conducting maintenance work.

In-cab instrumentation and machine
monitoring
Advanced liquid crystal display (LCD)
instrumentation provides the operator with
immediate reference as to the condition and
performance of the machine. What’s more,
this information can be relayed in a choice
of up to 15 languages.
The full-colour monitor provides the
information to enable the safe, accurate
and smooth operation of the machine and
is easy to operate. Information available
includes working modes, travel speed, fuel
level and water and oil temperature.
Remote machine monitoring of the
excavator, together with other Komatsu
machines in the operator’s fleet, can be
routinely obtained via the KOMTRAX®
remote machine monitoring system.
Owners can also have their new excavators
maintained using the Homecare User
Support Programme subject to the routine
service agreement.
Operator safety and comfort
Operator safety is the first priority on this
new product. The cab, which conforms
to the ISO certified standard 12117-2
for excavators, provides rollover and
overhead protection, is pressurised to
repel dust intrusion, and has automatic air
conditioning.
General Manager Sales and Marketing,
Mike Helm is buoyant about the future sales
prospects for the Komatsu PC210-10MO;
not to mention the benefits that will be
gained by Komatsu customers across the
region.
His confidence in the new product may
very well stem from the fact that its first
arrival was already sold well before leaving
Japanese shores.

Komatsu Products

QUICK FACTS: (compared to the previous Komatsu excavator model PC200-8M0)
The PC210-10MO offers the Power of More:

ENGINE POWER

FUEL EFFICIENT

TRAVEL POWER
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Lifting capacity 5% up
Engine Power 12% up- enhanced engine management technology
Travelling Output Power 15% up – enhanced traction
Fuel Consumption 20% improvement
Bucket capacity increased to 1.2m³
Improved stability as a result of heavier counter weight and extending rear tail radius
One-touch power max. function: E-mode +36%, P-mode + 19% - single controlled digging burst
The replacement interval of the hydraulic oil filter element is extended by 2.5 times (1000h > 2500h)
Safer cab - offers the safest cab in the world.
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BUCKET CAPACITY
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KOMATSU PC210-10MO
media advertising campaign launched in April 2019
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Above:
Double page spread
cover fold-out feature
print advert
Construction World, April 2019

Komatsu introduces the new and
improved PC210-10MO.
Promising more productivity, more power, more
safety, and increased fuel efficiency to give you
the market-leading 20 tonne hydraulic excavator.

ENGINE POWER

Online adverts will also run in various
media including Facebook and LinkedIn.

FUEL EFFICIENT
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Proving 100 years of engineering expertise
can’t be wrong.
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Right:
Half page print advert
• Engineering News
• Construction World               
(including an A4 advert)
• Capital Equipment News
• Civil Engineering Contractor
• IMIESA

You asked for more
power and productivity.
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KOMATSU REDUCES ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT WITH FUEL OPTIMISATION SYSTEM

Industries worldwide are under
increasing pressure to lessen their
impact on the environment, probably
none more so than the mining sector.
Considerable focus has been placed
on carbon emissions and the need to
economise on fossil fuels like oil.
Komatsu, in conjunction with Anglo
American Platinum’s Mogalakwena mine,
recently trialled a fuel optimisation system
on the operation’s fleet of 23 930E rigid
dump trucks.
“The system was developed by Komatsu
to aid the mine with its fuel reduction
initiative and is designed to optimise
engine operation by reducing revolutions
per minute (Rpm) to minimise overall fuel
consumption. This includes reductions of
Rpm at maximum engine speed, retarding
and ready mode while minimising impacts

on haul cycle times,” says Komatsu’s
Continuous Improvement Engineer Desiree
Mongalo.
The test period extended from February
to September 2018 and achieved an
impressive average reduction in fuel
consumption rates of 13% over this period.
“Savings took into account varying factors
like haul road gradients and distances,”
says  , explaining that consumption rates
were calculated to have shrunk from
12.3 to 10.7 litres an hour per equivalent
kilometre.
This was undeniably good news for the
mine as it not only achieved a reduction in
emissions and significant savings on diesel
consumption, but will enable it to claim a
notable refund against the South African
Revenue Services’ Section 12L of the

Energy Tax Incentive. The incentive can be
filed when a third-party company evaluates
the savings achieved and submits a report
submitted to the technical side of South
African Revenue Service. The certificate
issued can be used to obtain a tax rebate,
95 cents for every kilowatt saved.
Installing the fuel optimisation system is
a relatively simple process, and can be
carried out as a field- installed modification.
It involves the fitment of a wiring harness
and new software that optimises the
truck’s performance. Discussions are in
fact under way concerning the installation
of the system to another even larger haul
truck fleet.
While the system can be retrofitted to
similar products on request, it is currently
restricted to electrically-powered dump
trucks.
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THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAIL QUALITY PARTS DELIVER QUALITY PERFORMANCE
Effective aftermarket strategies aren’t devised by chance.
They’re formulated through the capture and painstaking
analysis of multiple sources of information which – when
correctly assessed – hold the key to some exciting future
opportunities.
Continuous Improvement and Aftermarket Manager William
Norton offers some interesting insights into how we are applying
marketing science to identify opportunities to expand and grow
the sale of consumable products, very often with significant, and
tangible, benefits to customers and users.
“Our aftermarket product ranges cover everything from
consumables like oils and lubes, filters and model-specific filter kits
to ground engagement tools, undercarriages and larger items like
light-weight dump truck bodies and mining shovel buckets,” says
William.
But whether we’re talking seals and o-rings or big-ticket items, the
emphasis, he believes, must lie in highlighting the quality of genuine
Komatsu parts and consumables and getting the message across

Aftermarket poster from the campaign

that if a customer is looking for peak performance, it is always best
to go with the genuine article.
A new poster campaign featuring Komatsu filters and lubricants
has been launched with the clear message that ‘quality matters’. It
also communicates the fact that these items have been specifically
engineered by Komatsu to enhance performance and maximise
component life on Komatsu machines.
“We’re getting the message across that in the long run genuine
parts benefit the customer from a financial perspective, both while a
machine is in service and when it is sold on to a new user,” he says.
Continuous improvement and fleet analytics
Continuous improvement and fleet analytics tie in perfectly with
the development of a growing suite of aftermarket products and
services.
A particularly useful tool used in strategy formation involves the
KOMTRAX remote machine monitoring solution which not only
provides the location of every unit on the system but shows working
hours, fuel burn, cautions and service history.

Komatsu News

Aftermarket poster from the campaign

Its recently developed ‘machine history report’ provides an opportunity for construction machine owners to potentially increase their
machines’ resale value by showcasing their units’ utilisation history to potential buyers – original equipment manufacturer-verified and
approved.
The report contains key indicators to the extent of care enjoyed by a machine. These include records of warnings for clogged filters, high
engine coolant and hydraulic oil temperatures, low engine oil and radiator coolant levels as well as low oil pressure events.
Machine owners who are meticulous about servicing and purchasing genuine parts can expect regular clean reports, proof of conscientious
care and maintenance which will ultimately be rewarded by a positive return on investment when it comes to resale.
“We’re also working to strengthen our in-depth regional aftermarket service to our customer bases, both in the mining and construction
industries. In mining, customers are largely concentrated in specific areas like the platinum belt or highveld coalfields. Construction is a
little more challenging as we have a wide spread of equipment operators right across the country.”
“Using KOMTRAX, we can target machines with extended operating hours as they will naturally have a greater requirement for parts and
consumables. By analysing service histories, we can anticipate the advisability of customers stocking critical parts or, for example, keep
extra filters on hand should a machine be working in a very dusty environment as indicated by frequent air cleaner clogging cautions.”
The availability of quality market data, especially related to current users, benefits not only our product service representatives in their
daily dealings with customers. It aids promotional work where special offers on selected products can provide that extra incentive to go
‘genuine’.

GENUINE

FILTERS

GENUINE

LUBRICANTS

GENUINE

GET

GENUINE

UNDERCARRIAGE

For peak performance, pick genuine parts.
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MineWare boosts loader 
performance 
Hailing from Queensland, Australia, MineWare is an independent, 100% Komatsu-owned company that develops real-time
monitoring technology for ground engaging equipment.
MineWare has experienced rapid growth since its inception in 2006 and has continued to expand its global presence since joining
the Komatsu family in April 2017.
Today, more than 280 MineWare systems support over 130 surface mining operations throughout South Africa, North
and South America and Australasia.
Mark Stevens, Regional Vice-President of MineWare South Africa, is passionate about the benefits MineWare’s
products can deliver current and future Komatsu customers.
“We develop world-leading monitoring solutions that sustainably improve productivity and efficiency,
reduce maintenance and ultimately, lower miners’ cost per tonne. Our independent, interoperable
systems improve the performance of draglines, rope shovels, excavators and dozers – but what
really sets them apart is their accuracy, reliability and ease of use,” he said.
“Through our recent growth, we have been able to increase our presence globally and
establish a full, local team based here in South Africa. This means we can now be on
the ground in the market, supporting our regional partners and distribution network
while delivering exceptional service for our customers locally.”
Argus improves truck and shovel performance, lowers cost per tonne
MineWare’s Argus system improves the performance of electric and
hydraulic shovels. Argus is specifically designed to manage shovel
payloads and operator performance to improve efficiencies and
reduce costs.
The shovel monitoring system increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the load and haul process, which is
critical to whole-of-mine performance. Mark details a
recent case study in which Argus made a profound
improvement to a local mining operation.  

Komatsu Germany Mining visit PC4000

Komatsu News
“One of our coal producing customers in South Africa implemented
the Argus monitoring system on its Komatsu PC 8000 shovel.
Using the system, it was able to significantly improve the mine’s
truck and shovel performance and gain a 32% improvement in
digging rates,” he said.
“Argus had an outstanding impact on productivity. Prior to
installation, data revealed that 60% of all haul trucks were either
over or underloaded, resulting in extra wear on overburdened
machines and major inefficiencies on underutilised trucks.
“Following the introduction of the Argus system, there was a
complete reversal of the situation with no less than 82.5% of loads
falling within OEM-specified tonnages.
“This demonstrates the power of using a system like Argus as the
benefits of even a 3% net gain in productivity are paid back within
a five-month period without the use of additional trucks, truck
cycles and additional production costs,” he says.
Following these results, the group has designated Argus as the
preferred monitoring system across its several operations.
Productivity soars with Pegasys
MineWare’s systems have been positively received by markets
around the world. Mark explains that the Pegasys dragline
monitoring system is now universally regarded as the best-in-class
payload and mine compliance package available globally.
“First adopted by BHP Billiton in 2005, Pegasys involves the
management of dragline payloads and the establishment of best
operator practice related to product type and working conditions,”
he said.

For example, with Pegasys’ digital terrain mapping module,
a dragline can access real-time information that enables it to
operate under safe and manageable conditions where there is
standing water. Another benefit is that if the bucket is replaced
with another of a different size, the end-user simply loads the
appropriate configuration and the monitoring process continues
uninterrupted.
Revolutionising with mRoc Desktop
MineWare’s mRoc desktop technology is revolutionary in its ability
to give mining operations access to greater visibility of their
shovel and dragline operations, anywhere, at any time. Real-time
dashboards provide instant information on production, operator and
machine conditions and direct access to the condition of machines
on site.
“mRoc Desktop combines a suite of solutions that improve mine
compliance, including digging with greater accuracy, payload
optimisation across an entire fleet, and machine health monitoring
to minimise machine stress and achieve significant maintenance
savings.”
MineWare’s regional office based in Germiston is open and building
up a marketing and support base to provide gains in efficiencies to
operators of all brands of heavy surface mining equipment across
southern Africa and beyond.    
To find out more about MineWare’s systems, Mark can be
contacted at m.stevens@mineware.com or +27 66 489 9772.

“Pegasys rewards customers with an increase in dragline efficiency
of up to 12%, while also reducing mechanical stress by up to 20%.
In the context of opencast mining, the scale of these improvements
is undeniably massive.”
Mark makes the point that with advances in techniques like terrain
mapping, Pegasys provides its users with gains in some other
unexpected areas—such as underwater digging.
Pegasys operator shot

Argus operator screen

DTM mRoc desktop screenshot

PC400 with Argus PLM
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ANDRU MINING – A TRUE BLUE MINING
CONTRACTOR
Over the past 40 years, Andru Mining
has stood out from the crowd. Not
only in the efficient way in which
it manages its contract mining
operations, but the sky-blue colour of
its sizeable fleet.
A colour scheme that’s unique in a socalled ‘yellow metals’ industry can be
seen hard at work in a variety of opencast
mining applications, extracting coal, gold,
chrome, platinum, silica and, most recently,
fluorspar, right across the length and
breadth of South Africa.
Komatsu has played a supporting role in the
journey and today nearly 90 of our products
slog it out on Andru Mining sites. But they
aren’t there by accident.

“We focus on ensuring 95% machine
availability at all times, something that can
only be achieved by running with premiumbrand equipment,” says Plant Director Joe
Naicker. Product selection is narrowed
down to the use of a handful of leading
suppliers and refined still further based on
operational experience.
This is praise indeed as Andru Mining has
over the past couple of years added a
substantial number of our products to its
existing Komatsu fleet. Prominent among
these are 17 D65E dozers, a total of 21
GD675 A5 graders, 12 HD785-7 rigid dump
trucks, 12 PC1250-8R excavators and a
host of wheel loaders.
The availability of KOMTRAX is an added
incentive as machine tracking and reliable

One of the Komatsu machines at a Andru Mining site

service and maintenance information
are essential contributors to maintaining
targeted availability levels. Joe also makes
the point that Komatsu as a supplier is very
cooperative in supplying products to meet
individual customer specifications.
“Our machines are resprayed to match
our corporate identity, while additional
items like cut-off systems and rear-facing
cameras are in place before the machine
leaves the yard. It’s the kind of cooperation
that makes for a good relationship,” he
says.
An added attraction is the open-door
relationship he enjoys up to the very
highest levels of management where issues
can be discussed, and inevitably a solution
found.

Komatsu Customers
For Andru Mining, the outlook for the local mining industry is
positive, especially within the coal sector as increased demand for
both thermal and metallurgical coal are putting pressure on mining
houses to deliver.

these disciplines are essential to our working relationships with
customers like Anglo American’s coal business, Exxaro, Harmony
and Glencore who regularly conduct strenuous audits to maintain
their own demanding health and safety standards.”

Financial Director Shonel Reddy provides more detail on how Andru
Mining is being proactive in stimulating employment and business
opportunities in rural areas.

The Andru Mining management team embodies the framework of a
mining contractor that owes its successes to setting high targets
and attaining them through a painstaking, hands-on approach to
every aspect of managing the business.  

“As a proudly South African company, we ensure that labour is
drawn from around the communities in which we operate. The
same principle applies in our supply chain and we seek, wherever
possible, to use the services of suppliers from these areas,” she
says.
This pertains equally to the use of local small, medium and
micro-sized enterprises as subcontractors, who are welcome to
participate in mining projects with the strict proviso that they are
properly equipped and trained for the job at hand.
Shonel describes the efforts that Andru Mining has made to keep
well abreast of its obligations within the current context of the
South African business environment.
“We’re a level 4 broad-based black economic empowered company
and through hard work have established a health and safety record
we’re proud of. Apart from the obvious benefits to our employees,

“We focus on ensuring 95% machine availability at all times, something that can only be
achieved by running with premium-brand equipment,” says Plant Director Joe Naicker.

The executive management team from left to right are Joe Naicker the Plant Director, Anthony Wardlaw the Operations Director,
Shonel Reddy the Financial Director and Branden Bowen the Commercial and HR Director
On Track - April/May
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KOMVISION PROVIDES OPERATORS WITH EXTRA
EYES TO AID PIT SAFETY

The Mogalakwena mine has taken delivery of two KomVision-equipped Komatsu 930E earthmoving vehicles.

Komatsu has introduced a major advancement in vehicle
safety with KomVision, as system that employs highdefinition cameras and radar technology to provide operators
with a real-time bird’s eye-view of their vehicles and their
surroundings.
Past, or in many cases, current practice requires drivers of high
capacity trucks to rely on mirrors to gauge their proximity to other
objects and, more importantly, people – either on foot or in LDVs.
The sheer size of any rigid dump truck means that the scope of
mirror-based observation is limited, which  hampers the operator’s

ability to recognise and assess potential hazards and, crucially, take
decisive action.  
Opencast operations often work around the clock and operators
must contend with adverse weather conditions, including mist,
rain, dust and, of course, darkness during night shifts. KomVision
provides them with a 360° view of their situation which
immediately alerts them to hazards to the front, rear and side.
Immediate recognition of the immense value of this technological
advancement was the insistence of one of South Africa’s foremost
platinum producers for the complete KomVision package to be

Komatsu
Komatsu
Customers
News

Anglo American Platinum (Mogalakwena) continues to focus on driving a
more sustainable approach to mining through cutting-edge mining software
and other technology-led innovations. “We are proud to partner with
Komatsu as this technology allows us to maximise capacity and safely
deliver on our promises” Production Manager, Judd Barlow.
KOMVISION
360° VISIBILITY

installed on a recent delivery of Komatsu 930E rigid dump trucks.
Key accounts manager Louis Kidson explains how the KomVision
concept struck an immediate chord with an acknowledged leader in
the mining industry.
“Safety is absolutely key to the future of mining in South Africa
and convincing research has shown that the biggest single
cause of fatalities has been interaction between man and mobile
machinery,” says Louis.

development and the driver is given immediate visual contact.”
Customers have welcomed KomVision while operators have
rapidly come to grips with its cockpit-mounted display and control
systems.
•
•

KomVision involves the installation of 6 cameras and 8 radar
scanners to each machine
It will soon become an option on most electrical and
mechanical drive trucks

“If an object, say a LDV or other vehicle comes within camera
or radar range, the system automatically focusses on this
On Track - April/May 2019
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NEW DEALERSHIP AGREEMENT FOR
ZAMBIAN OPERATIONS
Komatsu South Africa and Equipment & Services BIA of Mauritius recently concluded a dealership
agreement for Zambia.
With effect from the 1 April 2019, BIA Zambia will take over as the Komatsu Dealer for Zambia supporting the
mining, construction and agricultural markets. Komatsu Zambia will be closed in due course.
Komatsu Ltd’s association with the BIA Group began more than 20 years ago when the Belgian company
acquired dealership status for the Komatsu products in six African countries. Following this latest development,
BIA is now representing Komatsu interests in no fewer than 20 African and three European countries.
Pictured at the official signing ceremony are BIA Group CEO Vincent Bia and Komatsu Managing Director Mike
Blom.

Pictured at the official signing ceremony are BIA Group CEO Vincent Bia and
Komatsu Managing Director Mike Blom.

Mr Bia and Mr Blom signing the final documents

From left Kazuya Noboru, Dave Sykes, Joe Ferreira, Vincent Bia, Mike Blom, Eric Perben, Eshaan Moosa and Jean-Francois Roche

Komatsu supports learners 
with disabilities

Komatsu
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During 2018 we embarked on a programme that makes vocational training available to young people with physical disabilities.
Using the services of the LFP Group, a leader in BEE-aligned skills and development training, we have financed learnerships for 21 people
who had limited prospects of finding employment without a marketable skill or qualification.
According to LFP’s AJ Jordaan, the course content is framed to empower the physically challenged and provides hands-on training in
administrative and general office duties.
“By providing training in office management and routines, delegates have a chance of finding employment in a host of industries rather
than being trained in one skill which is limited to a specific sector,” says AJ.
The first wave of learners will complete their basic training by the end of March and will have the option to seek employment via LFP’s
placement arm or take their studies to a higher level. An added benefit is that each learnership includes a monthly stipend for the duration
of the training period.
“Komatsu is taking positive steps to address the shortage of opportunities for South Africans with disabilities and we hope to see some of
these learners join our ranks in the future,” says  Human Resources General Manager Lurinda Janse van Rensburg.  
Lurinda makes the point that not a single learner has dropped out of the programme, which is testament to their courage and determination
to succeed.
Here are some images from the awards ceremony:

On Track - April/May 2019
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KOMATSU COMES ALIVE IN VIVID INDUSTRIAL
ARTWORKS
Right at the entrance to our Parts Distribution Centre stand two water storage tanks that have been transformed
into seven-metre-high works of art. These installations have become colourful interpretations of South African
life and the role that Komatsu is playing in the growth of our beautiful country.
Both masterpieces are the work of Johannesburg-based artist Allen Kupeta and his assistant, Kenneth Maradzikwa,
while the project was funded by the KSAF Transformation Trust. This trust is focused on the development of
young South Africans, particularly from disadvantaged backgrounds.  
Backed by  a viewing of two pieces of their conventional artwork, the dye was cast and they were
officially commissioned to begin work on transforming functional infrastructure into objects of interest
and beauty.
The two artists met while at school some 20 years ago and share a common love of depicting
many aspects of South African life – from the vivid richness of township living with its
humour and colourful characters to the sweeping vistas of the highveld grasslands and
the arid Kalahari.
Their brief was to depict a portrayal of the South African landscape in all its
forms and how Komatsu and its products play an active role in the growth of
the economy.
The result is a beautifully executed journey around the country.
The artwork on the first tank depicts a tour of Mpumalanga,
its farmlands and coal mines, before heading towards the
hustle and bustle of Johannesburg, Hillbrow and Soweto.
Landmarks featured include the Nelson Mandela statue
in Sandton Square, the FNB stadium and the Soweto
Towers. Soweto street scenes are represented and
one can see a Komatsu WB 93R-5 backhoe loader
is at work. Taxis are there aplenty, not to
mention a GD 675-5 motor grader levelling
the roads that will carry passengers to
the iconic soccer stadium.
The colourful journey illustrated
on tank two begins in Cape
Town, emphatically
illustrated with a
majestic view of
Table Mountain
and depictions
of water
sports.

Komatsu News
The paintbrush tour then meanders through the winelands with
its Cape-style houses before taking us north to the Kalahari and
iron ore mining at Khumani, home to many of our largest capacity
rigid dump trucks.
Following their brief to the letter, the artists have along the
way taken time to illustrate Komatsu’s extensive community
development initiatives.
Allen and Kenneth have completed a remarkable piece of
work which is two dimensional in the sense that up close it
demonstrates astonishing attention to detail, but from a distance,
amazingly comes to life and stops passers-by in their tracks.

Day 1 - 12th November 2018

Work of this standard doesn’t come about by accident. The
process began in the studio where Allen and Kenneth outlined
their concepts with pencil sketches before developing ideas using
acrylic paints on canvas.
The next stage was to start preliminary work on the tanks
themselves. These, incidentally have a circumference of 28
metres.
“For us this was a major challenge. Apart from having to cope
with the height of the tanks we had to work on a circular surface
which meant taking a lot of care with elements like scale and
perspective,” says Allen.
Other important considerations related to the size of the
project were the sheer volumes of acrylic paints required and
working with brushes much larger than those typically used for
conventional canvas work.

From left Kenneth and Allen smiling after a hard days work

Both artists received working at heights training prior to starting
the job, something that may come in handy for future work.
Allen has won a reputation as one of the country’s most
innovative and inspiring new-generation artists and won gold
at the prestigious Raphael Mural Art Competition. His work is
frequently displayed at prominent local galleries.
The progress of the second tank

Both tanks almost completed
On Track - April/May
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KOMATSU launches new generation 
hd1500-8
Emailer for the campaign

www.komatsu.co.za . info@komatsu.co.za . +27 87 945 1000

Komatsu Products

Full page advert for the campaign

The new generation
Komatsu HD1500-8
150-tonne class haul truck
Faster cycle times
Enhanced safety features

The new generation HD1500-8 mechanical dump truck drives down haulage costs
Komatsu South Africa introduces the all-new HD1500-8 mechanical drive dump truck, a 150-tonne class haul truck
designed to reduce cost per tonne. Proving 100 years of innovative expertise can’t be wrong.

KOMVISION
360° VISIBILITY

11.2m
TURNING RADIUS

KOMTRAX® PLUS
MACHINE MONITORING

TRACTION CONTROL
SYSTEM (KTCS)

*
effective machine
monitoring

TOGETHER WE INNOVATE

www.komatsu.co.za . info@komatsu.co.za . +27 87 945 1000
*T&Cs apply.
Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice. Product images may include optional equipment.

Komatsu South Africa (Pty) Ltd, 17 Brickfield Road, Sunnyrock Ext 11, Germiston
Tel: +27 11 923 1000 . Fax: +27 11 923 1303 . Customer care line: 0860 566 2878
Any comments or suggestions are welcome. Please contact Antony Tymvios on 011 923 1210 or antony.tymvios@komatsu.co.za
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